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Coupang, Inc. (CPNG) owns and operates an e-commerce business
through its mobile applications and Internet websites primarily in

South Korea. 
 

It sells various products and services in the categories of home
goods, apparel, beauty products, fresh food and groceries, sporting

goods, electronics, and everyday consumables, as well as travel,
and restaurant order and delivery services. 

 
The company was founded in 2010 and is based in Seoul, South

Korea. The stock's IPO reference price was $35. 
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What started out as the Groupon of South Korea is now looked at as the
Amazon of South Korea. To give a quick history on the company, Coupang 
 was founded in 2010, raised $300 million in 2014, largely from U.S.
investors, followed by $3 billion in 2015 and 2018 from SoftBank. In fact,
Softbank is currently the largest stakeholder in CPNG owning 35% of the
company. 

Fast forward 11 years from starting the company, Coupang has over 16M
active customers out of the possible 48M internet buyers in South Korea
and employs 50,000 people across 100 fulfillment and logistics centers in
over 30 cities, encompassing over 25 million square feet.

What separates Coupang from its peers and other ecommerce companies
is their service - specifically their speed of delivery and overall logistics
management.

The company says that 99.3% of its orders are delivered within 24 hours of
purchase. In 2019, the company introduced Dawn Delivery, where
customers who order before midnight would be guaranteed a delivery by 7
a.m. that morning - a task peers have been unable to match.

How are they able to do this? CPNG has invested heavily in their fulfillment
centers and, as a result, 70% of the population lives within 7 miles of one.
To top it off, the company has over 15,000 directly employed drivers
working 365 days a year - over 65 days more than any other major third-
party logistics company in Korea.
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ANALYSIS

https://www.forbes.com/sites/ryanmac/2014/12/10/coupang-raises-300-million-to-fill-amazon-sized-void-in-south-korea/?sh=1ca3595c5c34


It is approximately 1% of the size of the United States geographically
and over 60% of the land is mountainous
80% of Koreans live in cities
95% smart phone penetration rate vs. 80% in USA
94.9% have a bank account in-line with USA
63.7% have a credit card vs. 70% in USA

For now, Coupang only operates in South Korea. So just how big is this
market? South Korea’s e-commerce market has an estimated value of
$90.1B in 2020 with an annual growth rate of 22.3%, according to data
analytics firm GlobalData. That is expected to grow at a compounded
annual rate of 12% to reach $141.8B in 2024.

South Korea is the sixth largest market for eCommerce, placing it ahead of
France and behind Germany.

More facts on South Korea:

Market Statistics
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https://www.globaldata.com/covid-19-accelerates-e-commerce-growth-south-korea-says-globaldata/
https://ecommercedb.com/en/ranking/fr/all
https://ecommercedb.com/en/ranking/de/all
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Coupang is not only the largest ecommerce player in South Korea but they
are also the only e-commerce company that showed a sizeable gain in
market share last year as their wallet size rose from 18.1% in 2019 to about
24.6% in 2020 due to the pandemic. In other words, they stepped on the
gas and expanded their lead vs. competition.

Analysts don't expect this to reverse either as Wall Street estimates
Coupang will have 30% market share in South Korea by 2024.

As we look at the South Korean ecommerce market one last time, CUBE is
amazed at the online purchase breakdown among different age groups.

While the percentages are high for each group due to Korea's smartphone
adoption rates, the one to surprise CUBE the most is the fact that nearly
80% of Koreans between the age of 55-64 have made a purchase on the
web in the last month.

Put simply, South Korea is arguably one of the most technologically
advanced and digitally connected countries in the world.
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Rocket Fresh ensures vegetables, fruit, meat, dairy products and other
fresh goods ordered before 10 a.m. are delivered the same day at
around 6 p.m.

This service is available to Rocket Wow susbscibers (think Amazon
Prime) and covers more than 8,500 kinds of fresh food. The
minimum order is 15,000 won ($13 USD), the lowest among its
rivals.

Coupang Eats accounted for 17.1% of the food delivery market in
January 2021, according to mobile application analysis platform Mobile
Index, a nearly threefold jump from 5.66% in August last year.

The average number of daily users also rose from some 29,000 in
January 2020 to some 460,000 in December 2020 during last year,
jumping 15-fold over the period of one year.

As we'll see later on in the slides, Coupang trades at a much lower price to
sales multiple than many of its ecommerce peers. 

This is mainly due to the fact that Coupang, at this point in time, is purely
an ecommerce company operating solely in one country.

As we'll see, this is beginning to change.

In 2019, the company added two additional offerings by launching online
groceries as part of their owned-inventory selection with Rocket Fresh and
also the largest online food delivery service in Korea via Coupang Eats.

In-line with their business, Coupang also delivers their products in a very
unique way. The company does not use boxes often. They use "Fresh Bags"
which are recyclable cooling bags that are picked up, washed and reused.
Even 85% of all non-Fresh orders are delivered “boxless,” eliminating the
most wasteful packaging involved in eCommerce deliveries.

Service Offerings
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Launched Coupang Pay in 2018 but has now made it a separate entity,
still owned by Coupang, to further build out. 

On April 1st, 2020: "Coupang Pay will not only offer a simple easy
payment system, but also develop into a comprehensive fintech
platform. We are planning to launch a new unique service that only
Coupang Pay can provide," Senior Director Kyung said in a press
release.
Had over 10M users in 2020
Company provided very little data on business in S1 filing

In 2019, they launched the Rocket Wow membership program for a flat
monthly fee. It began by offering unlimited free shipping with no
minimum spend for the millions of products available on Rocket
Delivery. Since launch, Rocket Wow membership has expanded to
include Rocket Fresh and Rocket Dawn Delivery orders.

Rocket Wow members comprised of 32% of their 16M active
customers
The frequency of purchases by Rocket Wow members was over four
times that of active non-members
Monthly subscription costs ₩2,900, or just under $2.50.

In December, Coupang launched a video-streaming service called
Coupang Play, the company’s equivalent of Prime Video. The company
has also honed in on plans to build out a livestream shopping business.
In January, the company rolled out Coupang Logistics, which is bringing
its vast fulfillment network in-house. While Coupang previously relied
on a coalition of subcontractors to ship and deliver orders, it now
handles the deliveries. And some reports have indicated that Coupang
has ambitions to deliver for companies unaffiliated with the e-
commerce giant, the way a traditional carrier would.
Established their Coupang Media Group, an in-house advertising
platform that mirrors Amazon’s and Walmart’s growing retail ads
businesses.

The company has also:

Service Offerings
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http://koreabizwire.com/e-commerce-giant-coupang-launches-video-streaming-service/177760
https://pickool.net/coupang-starts-its-live-streaming-commerce-business/
http://koreabizwire.com/coupang-returns-to-delivery-market/179656


All of these new ventures are generally pretty new and we feel the Street is
discounting a majority of them. This is happening for two reasons in our
view. For one, Coupang is not very transparent in these new business lines
as very little was extracted from their SEC filings. For example, there is no
mention in their filings how many Coupang Pay users they have, we are not
told explicitly how many Rocket Wow subs they have, we don't know the
revenue breakouts between their ecommerce business and a segment like
Coupang Eats, etc.

The second reason this could all be discounted by the Street may be
because they are waiting for these new ventures to hit the top and bottom
line.

Aside from new ventures, Coupang has made it clear they are gearing up to
hit new markets. The company has officially launched in Japan and Taiwan
a couple of months ago. Sources say expansion into Malaysia is on
Coupang's radar after Japan, Taiwan, and Singapore as well.

Upon further research, it also seems Coupang is trying to slide its way into
the Chinese market as per this source we found.

As of late 2020, CPNG had 175 employees working in Shanghai, a dedicated
website, and:                       

Service Offerings
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https://pickool.net/coupang-an-attempt-to-enter-the-chinese-market/


As will be covered in the later sections, the biggest caveat with Coupang is
without a doubt their gross margins at 16%. The stock hasn't done all that
well out of the gate with the IPO and has also been lagging peers that have
been running extremely hot since Coupang became public in March.

In our view, this is because Coupang is purely an ecommerce play operating
solely in one market and has inferior margins when compared to all of its
peers whether that be Alibaba, Amazon, Sea, Ebay, MercadoLibre, and so
on.

Amazon has AWS to cushion margins, Alibaba has Alibaba Cloud to do the
same, Sea Limited has Garena, and MercadoLibre has a strong fintech
business. 

What does Coupang have? At this moment, nothing worth noting. They
have been hyper focused on being the best ecommerce company in South
Korea and, to their credit, have succeeded greatly. But with 16% gross
margins, the Street wants to see the company expand into business lines
that will pave a more clear road to free cash flow.

As mentioned, we are starting to see the company work towards this and
we believe this is the lowest we are going to see Coupang's gross margins.
We think it's up from here as the company not only scales their business
better (used to have 7.7% gross margins in 2016) but because their ads and
fintech business will also start to help.

With over 16M active users, we also see the path to offering more services
to their customers as natural and seamless. They have already shown they
can do it with Coupang Eats and getting them to subscribe to the Rocket
Wow membership. It shouldn't be difficult for them to find additional ways
to monetize current and new customers considering how reliable and
dependent they've shown they can be.           

Additional Commentary
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Looking at Coupang's balance sheet. It is very solid. The company is sitting
on over $4.3B in cash & cash equivalents, up from $1.25B a year ago. The
company raised $3.4B from the IPO.

Accounts receivable, even with the massive growth in revenues, have not
budged much and remain healthy thus showing the company is having no
problems collecting revenues.

Goodwill, a figure we look at to make sure companies aren't padding their
assets, remains extremely low at $4M.

As we look at liabilities, the company doesn't have any issues with liquidity
or leverage. Debt, both short and long term, stands around $600M with
additional operating lease obligations but nothing at all to worry about
given their cash balance.
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Total net revenues increased 74% Y/Y in Q1 2021 to $4.2B
Total active customers grew 21% Y/Y to 16M
Total net revenues per Active Customer was up 44% to $262
Gross profit was $733M in the first quarter, a 70% increase Y/Y
Net losses came in at $295M, up from $105M Y/Y

Coupang has been growing their business at a rapid pace and their latest quarter
once again showed that.

If we look at the financials below, we get a better idea of how fast Coupang has
been growing.

2016 revenues: $1.67B
2017 revenues: $2.40B
2018 revenues: $4.05B
2019 revenues: $6.27B
2020 revenues: $11.9B
2021 expected revenues: $19.1-19.5B

CAGR from 2016 to 2021 = 60%+
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Net cash used in operating activities was -$183M for the three months
ended March 31, 2021, representing a change of nearly -$500M,
compared to $315 million of net cash from operations for the three
months ended March 31, 2020. The Y/Y change in operating cash flow was
primarily driven by a -$446M reduction in cash flows due to changes in
operating assets and liabilities, mainly from -$200M of increased
investments in inventory to support higher sales volume and to expand
available selection for customers and a -$187M negative impact from
timing of payments on accounts payable.

When deducting the $146M in purchases of property and equipment,
Coupang saw a free cash flow burn of $330M in Q1. This pushes total cash
burn over the last twelve months to $759M.

As already mentioned, the company has been investing aggressively in
building out their logistics centers to become the fastest door-to-door
ecommerce company in the world.

With $3.4B raised in their IPO, we do not expect CPNG to raise cash for at
least 6-8 months. Their debts are well in order so they could opt for
convertible debt if they'd like under decent terms but it remains to be
seen. 

Either way, whether debt or equity, we expect the company to raise capital
to expand their offerings in new countries and businesses sometime in
late 2022 / early 2023.
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CPNG
FUNDAMENTALS

We are going to compare Coupang (CPNG) to other ecommerce companies across
the world such as Sea Limited (SE), MercadoLibre (MELI), Etsy (ETSY), Poshmark

(POSH), Chewy (CHWY), Alibaba (BABA), Amazon (AMZN), and Wish (WISH).
 

On a price to sales standpoint looking out over the next twelve months, CPNG
trades at the second cheapest at 3.0x. The only one lower is WISH at 1.3x while the

established players like Amazon and Alibaba trade at 3.4x.
 

SE and MELI sit at the higher range and trade at 17.2x, and 11.5x, respectively. 



CPNG
FUNDAMENTALS

Much of the reason CPNG is trading at such a steep discount on a P/S ratio is
because they have by far the lowest margins in the space. CPNG is only generating

16.6% gross margins while companies like EBAY and POSH are in the 73-84%
range. Companies like Amazon, Alibaba, and MercadoLibre are seeing 40-48%

gross margins. Chewy is the closest to Coupang but still generating 26.5% gross
margins. Why is this? As we covered, CPNG does not have any alternative

businesses to cushion their pure ecommerce margins.



CPNG
DCF MODEL

Discount Rate: 10.3%
Beta: 1.50 (higher beta than peers because of concentration of revenue in one country with
only one business line in pure ecommerce)
30 YR Treasury (Risk Free Rate): 2.05%
Market Risk Premium: 5.50%
Perpetual Growth Rate: 5% +/- 0.50% (driven by growing ecommerce business in Asia)

Analysts expect revenue growth for CPNG as such:
$19.1B in 2021 (growth of 57.5% Y/Y) vs. CUBE's estimates for $19.5B
$27B in 2022 (growth of 41% Y/Y) vs. CUBE's estimates for $27.88B
$34.1B in 2023 (growth of 26.3% Y/Y) vs. CUBE's estimates for $36.8B

Reasoning for being more bullish than Wall Street
We expect CPNG's launch in Japan ($150B ecomm market), Taiwan ($39B ecomm market),
Singapore, and Malaysia to begin moving needle by 2023 while also growing offerings in
South Korea
Expect significant growth in ads business that will help add to free cash flow margin by
2025 in addition to Coupang Pay + expanding delivery network to other parties
Significant growth opportunities in grocery delivery business, especially in an aging
demographic like Japan

We do not expect Coupang to generate any cash flow until 2025. We believe the next 3-4
years will be capital intensive as the company spends heavily to enter new markets, establish
logistics centers, and launch new products and services.
We believe economies of scale will help margins but more so their ability to grow their ads
and fintech business.
We do not believe the company will achieve free cash flow margins greater than 10% due to
percentage of revenues coming from low margin, pure ecommerce business.

Attached in the email, as well as in the Vault, you will see the discounted cash flow model. Here
are the following variables used:

 

Growth Rates

Free Cash Flow



CPNG
DCF MODEL

Current Price: $38.80
Market Cap: $66B

Base Case Price Target: $55 (+43% upside)
Bull Case Price Target: $70 (+81% upside)
Bear Case Price Target: $45 (+17% upside)

CUBE Model:

GS
$62

Mizuho
$40

JP Morgan
$48

Credit Suisse
$47

Citi
$39

DB
$46

$55
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TECHNICAL 

ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Looking at the charts, CPNG is
signaling more downside after being
denied by 3 major areas of resistance.
This includes the 20 day moving
average of $39.48, the 50 day moving
average of $39.59, and the pivot point
fibbonaci level of $39.36.

Unless CPNG gets back above these
levels, we see shares sliding over the
next several weeks to $32.71 support
at the S1 fibbonaci level. In that zone
we expect to see volume pick up heavy
as it will be a strong area of support.



BULLISH OR

BEARISH?

VS.

MORE BULLISH
(POSITIVE)

MORE BEARISH
(NEGATIVE)

NeutralBullishUltra
Bullish Bearish Ultra

Bearish



Overall, CUBE is giving Coupang a 4/5 rating and $55 price target.

Our price target is towards the higher range compared to Wall

Street and this is because we expect growth to come in greater

than the Street is expecting over the next several years. 

 

We see this growth coming from multiple avenues. First, we believe

the company will have success replicating their business model in

other countries in the Asia region. Secondly, and perhaps more

importantly, Coupang is starting to branch out and offer more

services which are higher margin. This is what it all comes down to

for Coupang. If they can continue to grow their revenue but also get

their gross margins above 25% with help from economies of scale +

higher portions of revenue from their ads, fintech businesses, etc.

the company will undoubtedly unlock multiple expansion.

 

The fact that the company has grown revenues from $1.7B in 2016

to over $19B this year is remarkable and we believe they still have

tons of room to grow. While Amazon has AWS to cushion margins

and Sea Limited has Garena, we still think Coupang deserves to

trade at a higher P/S ratio (3.0x) than EBAY and CHWY (4.0x).

CPNG
CONCLUSION



NOTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT, OR ANY DOCUMENTS FOR THAT
MATTER, SHOULD BE USED OR CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER TO SELL, A

SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY, OR A RECOMMENDATION FOR ANY
SECURITY. NOR IS IT INTENDED AS INVESTMENT, TAX, FINANCIAL OR

LEGAL ADVICE. INVESTORS SHOULD SEEK SUCH PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FOR THEIR PARTICULAR SITUATION. CUBE DOES NOT MAKE ANY

GUARANTEE OR OTHER PROMISE AS TO ANY RESULTS THAT MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM USING OUR CONTENT. NO ONE SHOULD MAKE ANY

INVESTMENT DECISION WITHOUT FIRST CONSULTING HIS OR HER OWN
FINANCIAL ADVISOR AND CONDUCTING HIS OR HER OWN RESEARCH
AND DUE DILIGENCE. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW,

CUBE DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL LIABILITY IN THE EVENT ANY
INFORMATION, COMMENTARY, ANALYSIS, OPINIONS, ADVICE AND/OR

RECOMMENDATIONS PROVE TO BE INACCURATE, INCOMPLETE OR
UNRELIABLE, OR RESULT IN ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER LOSSES.

CONTENT CONTAINED ON OR MADE AVAILABLE IS NOT INTENDED TO
AND DOES NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE OR INVESTMENT ADVICE
AND NO ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP IS FORMED. YOUR USE OF

THE INFORMATION IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. THIS CONTENT IS
CONFIDENTIAL AND MUST NOT BE DISTRIBUTED

DISCLAIMER


